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Time marches on at WSU
By THOMAS J. LUCENTF., Jr.
News Editor
It is a brand new year. The beginning of a
new year is a time for reflection of the past 365
days as well as a look to the future. What
follows arc highlights of the year's top stories.
The stories were chosen for their impact on the
Wright State community and are in the order
they occurred.
•"COBA dean to resign from position"—Jan. 9
•"Dean search continues; student input sought" — May 7
The dean of the College of Business and
Administration announced he would step
down from his position June 30. Waldemar
M. Goulet's tenure as dean was marked by
accusations of racism after an economics
professor filed a formal complaint in October 1990. Goulet stayed on at Wright State to
teach. Dr. Charles E. Hathaway, vice president for Academic Affairs said it was not
unusual for a dean to step down to teach
although he could not name one example of
it ever happening before. ,
•"WSU spends $41,200 on parking
consultants" — Jan. 16
•"Parking director makes suggestions" — J a n . 2 2
•"Student Government proposes
alternatives for parking problem"
— Feb. 27
•"Parkingcommitteechair resigns,
calls for re-evaluation of proposed
changes" — Mar. 12
•"Paid parking may soon be a reality" — May 14
•"Paid parking? Not anytime soon"
— May 28
•"WSU faces plethora of parking
changes" — Sept. 9
Wright State paid Walker Parking Consultants/Engineers, Inc.,—an Indianapolisbased consulting firm — SI5,500 for parking studies, SI7,500 for traffic studies (pedestrian, vehicle), S5.000 for sign studies
and S3.200 for traffic data collection. The
study resulted in the consolidation of several
lots and a total revamping of the parking
system' at Wright State. Very few of the
changes were actually proposed by the con-

SG Chair J. Jeffery Weller

suiting firm.
•"Mulhollan announces retirement" — Feb. 13
•"New trustees initiate president
Mulhollan's replacement process"
— July 22
Wright State President Paige E. Mulhollan announced his retirement effective July
1, 1994. Mulhollan. The early announcement was to allow a committee time to find
a successor, said Mulhollan. He also said
that some tough decisions were needed over
the next two years and he didn't want career
concerns getting in the way. His announcement headed off an attempted no confidence
vole by the faculty who were expected to
bring up the issue during the winter quarter
general faculty meeting.
Students gathered at the Statehouse to protest higher education budget cuts.
•"Vending machine condom sales •"Food manager named"—July 22
INSIDE
•"Marriott revamps WSU food serplanned" — Feb. 13
The B I G review of '92.
•"Cookies and condoms?" — Feb. vice" — Sept. 9
Everything you ever
•"Ratt faces problems under new
20
wanted to k n o w about
Wright State decided to start selling management" — Sept. 23
entertainment— and then
condoms in packages of three for S1. Di ffer- Marriott Food Services won a 10-year
ing from other universities, Wright State contract from the university after the con- some.
decided to sell the prophylactics in the food tract with service America expired. With the I Pages 7-10]
vending nv chines.
new food service company came many
changes such as bringing Pizza Hut. Taco
Crime report • 2
Sports • 11
Opinion • 4
Classifieds • 14
•"Food service changes planned"
see "New flame"
Spotlight • 6
Comics • 15
continu ed on page 3
— Feb. 20
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Campus <13 crime report
Thefts

her $170 boom box and ten cassette tapes worth $80 were
from the top of her 1989 Volkswagen, Nov. 25.
John M. Fay of 5964 Leycross Drive in Huber Heights stolen from her car on Nov. 23.
Adam Roth of 201 Walnut Grove told Public Safety that
told Public Safety officers that, while his 1986 Renault
Alliance was parked in the Allyn Hall lot, an unknown on Nov. 24 a book worth $60 was stolen from book bag on
the
third floor of the Paul Lawrence Dunbar Library.
person
removed
the
locking
mechanism
from
the
Public Safety officers were dispatched the afternoon of
Nov. 17 to Media Services, 050 Millet Hall, where Paul R. passenger's side door and the trunk and removed a $ 180 set Kourosh Moradmand of 1301 Far Hills reported to
Simmons, director of University Media Services, reported of home stereo speakers and a $90 calculator, between Dec. Public Safety that a book worth $60 was stolen on the third
floor of the Paul Lawrence Dunbar Library.
the theft of the blue Media Service Sign — valued at $3 —4 and Dec. 5.
Scott D. Sauer of 316 A Hawthorn Hall told Public
Nagendre S. Sehgal of 2362 Duncan Drive told Fairwhich was above the room number. According to police
Safety that one Gary Fisher tire with Shimano gearing
born
Police
that
a
color
television,
a
suitcase
and
its
reports, the sign was stolen sometime between 9 a.m. Nov.
contents, books and kitchenware were stolen from his car worh $150 was stolen from his bicycle which was on the
5 and 9 a.m. Nov. 10.
bike rack between Hawthorn and Hickory halls on Nov. 23.
A Public Safety officer noticed Nov. 19 that two tem- sometime Dec. 25 or Dec. 26.
Ellen Metzon of 671 Patterson Road told Public Safety
porarily mounted stop signs were taken from the intersec- Wendy's Restaurant, 3084 Colonel Glenn Hightion at University Boulevard and the Milieu parking lot. way, reported an aggravated robbery Dec. 23 at 12:55 officers that a $60 textbook was stolen from 031 University
Center,
Nov. 20.
a.m.
An
undetermined
amount
of
cash
and
a
deposit
Robin M. Gibson of 1239 Springwood Lane, told PubLisa M. Stoneburner of 296 Royal Oak Drive in Fairlic Safety officers that her purse was stolen from 110 bag were stolen after a white male, about 6 feet tall,
weighing 160 pounds, approached employees exiting bora told Public Safety officers that $103 in cash was
Hamilton Hall, between Nov. 24 and Nov. 25.
Cintia R. Emery of 134 E. Eureica told Public Safety the rear door at closing time. He forced them back stolen from her purse while it was in the Auxiliary Gym in
officers that a $90 jacket and her wallet were stolen Nov. inside with a weapon and made them open the safe, the Rhodes Physical education Building, Nov. 23.
Joyce Y. Whitaker of 5014 Cobb Drive in Dayton told
according to Fairborn Detective Capt. Raymond
24 from 284 Brehm Lab.
Public Safety officers were dispatched to the Health Liebherr. The man then fled the scene on foot. He was Public Safety officers $ 13 in cash was taken from her purse
while it was in the Auxiliary Gym in the Rhodes Physical
Sciences lot where Janet A. Ponichteca of 799 State Route wearing a ski mask and black clothing and gloves.
Sonia A. Gowdy of 103 A Hawthorn Hall reported that education Building, Nov. 23.
380 in Xenia reported that someone took a $300 ski rack

Complaints

nessed a man masturbating in the second
floor lounge of the south wing, Dec 6.
Cathryn Ray m ond of 1390Forest Lane
Public Safety officers were dispatched filed a criminal damaging complaint Dec.
the afternoon of Nov. 18 to 126 Hamilton 16 with the Fairborn Police Department.
A Dayton manreportedto Fairborn
Hall where John C. Rogers reported that
someone entered hisroom,tore off his Police Dec. 27 an assault at Home wood
bedding, disconnected a power cord to a Suites, 2750 Presidential Drive.
Homewood Suites, 2750 Presidential
tape recorder and took his closet door off
Drivereporteda criminal damaging Dec.
the track.
Lee W. Williams of203B Jacob Hall 27 to Fairborn Police.
Constance L. Banks of Dayton rereported the egging of his Ford Explorer,
ported a crim inal damaging at3000Presibetween Nov. 18 and Nov. 19.
The department of Excess and Sur- dential Drive to Fairborn police Dec. 27.
Somakandan Veevagendham of 2310
plus Property Management told Public
Safety officers that a soft drink machine Duncan Drive told Fairborn police Dec.
28
that
his car was criminally damaged
located just outside of 007 Milieu Hall
owned by Pepsi Cola Co. of Dayton sometime Dec. 25 or Dec. 26.
Goker Sener of 2380 Duncan Drive
received damage when unknown persons poured a sal t solution in the coin box reported a criminal damaging to Fairborn
police Dec. 28.
between Nov. 18 and Nov. 19.
Public Safety officers found two burnt Jay W. Peeler of 889 Martindale Road
papers taped to a wall on the second floor told Public Safety, that an unknown perof Hamilton Hall Nov. 25. The burning son had dumped salt water into a Pepsi
machine next to 050 Allyn Hall on Nov.
paper causcd an alarm to go off.
Public Safety officers were dispatchcd 30.
to the Creative Arts Center Dec. 4 where Tresa Barlage of 105 A Oak Hall rea salt solution had been poured into the ported to Public Safety that a Hrc alann had
coin slots of a Pepsi machine and aOccan been pulled in Hawthorn Hall on Nov. 25.
Joseph A. Neal of 115 Cemetery St.
Spray machine.
Public Safety officers received a re- reported to Public Safety that a male subjectcallcd
in a bomb threat to the Informaport that two Pepsi machines and a food
machine had a salt solution poured into tion Center in response to the animal issue
the coin slots, Dec. 4. The food machine at WSU on Nov. 23.
Robert J. Lawrence of 4223 Meadsustained $200 worth of damage.
Brian B. Crowe of 833 Riverview owsweet Drive, told police a person threw
an
egg
at his car on Springwood Lane,
Terrace in Dayton reported to Public
Safety officers Dec. 5 that a pin-up bul- Nov. 21.
Public Safety officers were dispatched
letin board was damaged by fire.
Lydia Davis of 329 Hamilton Hall to the Millett Hall tunnel Nov. 22 where a
told Public Safety officers that she wit- hole hi the wall was found.

Arrests
Two 19-year-old men, one from Xenia and the other from McConnel Air Force Base, were
cited Dec. 27 by Fairborn Police for allowing juveniles to drink alcohol in their room
at Homewood Suites.
A 30-year-old male was arrested for disorderly conduct by intoxication at the Nutter Center
concourse Nov. 25.
A 20-year-old male was arrested on Nov. 29 for public indecency in the Paul Lawrence
Dunbar Library.
An 18-year-old Fairborn man was arrested by Public Safety officers for forgery on Nov.
23.
An 18-year-old woman was arrested for underage consumption at 1251 Forest Lane, Nov.
20.
A 20-year-old Female was arrested on Forest Lane for underage consumption, Nov. 21.

Fire department calls to WSU
Medic runs
Dec. 5
6:03 p.m. — Paul Laurence Dunbar
Library, alarm malfunction.

Dec. 14
2:57 a.m. — Ervin J. Nutter Center,
alarm malfunction.

Dec. 15
8:10 p.m. —1320 Forest Lane, alarm
malfunction.
Dec. 16
11:16 a.m. — 1251 Forest Lane,
burned food.
Dec. 26
1:37 p.m.—1301 Springwood Lane,
alarm investigation.
2:22 p.m.—1301 Springwood Lane,
alarm investigation.

Dec. 27
12:11 a.m. — 2750 Presidential Drive, two Dayton men
injured, removed to Miami
Valley Hospital.

Dec. 28
12:59 a.m. — Charles
Sharp of 213 S. Central Ave.
in Fairborn, injured at Nutter
Center, no removal.

Jan. 4
Time unknown — illness,
Millett Hall, no removal
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"New flame"
continued from page 3

Bell and Burger King to the school.
Fuiure changes will include a food
can to travel around and sell food.
The Rathskcllar faced problems in
getting a liquor license because
Service America, who continues to
service the NutterCcntcr, kept their
license. The dilemma was solved
in late November when as liquor
license was obtained.
•"Candidates 'duke it out'
on various campus issues"
— March 5
•"Weller new Student Government president" —
April 2
Every year the student body
comes together to elect Student
Government represeniati vesand an
SG chair. J. Jeffrey Weller (58 percent) edged out Ombudsman John
J. Stanton (39 percent) and writein David Zinncr (3 percent).

7

® he year had many scenes. Only a
few of the many events
photographed during the year can be
shown on these pages.
Above Is a photo of a vending machine
when the university began selling condoms
In the same machines as food.
To the right we see a young lady
demonstrating for the woman's right to
choose. The photo accompanied our fourpart series on abortion and how it effects
Wright State students.
Though the photo In the bottom right Is
not mentioned In the story, it was
probably indicative of 1992. It is a
misspelled stop sign in the Woods housing
complex.

•"Abortion: Roe vs. Wade
and its implications" —
April 9
•"Pro-life activists pray for
life; try to inform" — April
16
•"'Fro-choice thought they
won the war. Things
change"'— April 23
•"Future of abortion remains uncertain" — April
30
Aware of the importance of the
assuming office in January 1991.
Abortion issue. The Guardian made
a little news of its own when it ran •"Clinton/Gore may visit
an in-depth, four-part series on the Wright State" — Sept. 16
issue.
•"Arkansas Gov. Rill Clinton visits Wright State" —
•"Wright State raises tu- Oct. 7
ition; further hikes posThe most exciting event to occur
at Wright Slate was when Presidentsible"— April 9
•"Ohio students unite in elect Bill Clinton visited Wright State
march to State House" — in October, while on the campaign
trail. His visit coincided with OctoApril 30
ber Daze.
•"President given authority
to raise student tuition" — •"WSIJ targeted by animal
June 4
rights group" — Nov. 4
•"Students to pay more in •"Animal rights argument
the fall" —July 22
heatsupat WSU"—Nov. 11
Perhaps the biggest news of the •"Animal rights groups stage
year — at Wright Suite and across Wright State protest" —
Ohio—were slate budget cuts, university layoffs and tuition hikes. Nov. 18
Wright Stale raised its tuition three •"Fedssay Wright State I. AR
times in four quarters in order to meets guidelines"—Nov. 18
make up for $300 million in higher
The year went out with a bang
education cuts at the state level. Gov. as far as controversy s concerned.
Gecgf I. Voinovich has cut the Just before school ended Wright
education budget three times since State made national news when it

was targeted by an animal rights
group for the schools use of animals for testing.
The group. People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals accused
Wright State of abusing the ani-

mals it kept for testing and for
performing unnecessary tests on
them.
Several protests erupted on the
Founders Quadrangle—organized
by both,sides of the argument. The

argument erupted after a woman
— a spy for PETA — was fired
from the Laboratory for Animal
Research. While an employee ol
the LAR she had taken many photos and videotapes of the lab.

I
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Opinion
Guardian
do* newqMper primed
weekly daring the regular Khoo) year end monthly
. b U published by ttudcnu of
Wright S u e Univtnity and is primed on recycled
per. Office* • « located tf 046 University Center,
rigta SUM University, Dayton, OH 45435.
Editorials virtual by linesreflectsmajority of the
editorial board. Editorials with bylnrs reflect the
cpiniea of the writer. Views expressed in columns

rote* esuMished by Tkt G«
— 0 1 9 9 3 ThtGmmrdimn

EDITORS A MANAGERS

STEVE MoCAIN — Editor-in-Chief
CRAIG BARHORST—Graphics Manager
GREG BILLING — Sports Editor
TRACI CARTE — Business Manager
SCOTT COPELAND — Spotlight Editor
SCOTT COZZOLINO—Chief Photographer
STEVE GRANT — Production Manager
BRIAN KETRING — Advertising Manager
THOMAS J. LUCENTE Jr. — News Editor
JEFF MONTGOMERY — Op/Ed Page Edaor
CRAIG ROTTMUELLER—Circ. Manager

ASSISTANTS A STAFF

OLUFEMIABODUNDE—Production AssL
DAWN A COVERT — Production Assistant
WENDY COWGILL — Sales Representative
JEREMY DYER — Asastant Sports Editor
JAMIE KELSEY — Sales Representative
DAWN E. LEGER — Assistant News Editor
AMY RANG — Assistant Spotlight Editor
BECKY RUEF—Assistant News Editor
DAVE SZKUDLAREK — Photo Assistant
VALARIE VELIMESIS — Archivist
JESSIE WOOTEN — Administrative AssL
K1MBERLY BIRD—Staff Writer
CLAUDINE CONVEY — Staff Writer
MARTHA HOWARD—Staff Writer
DAVE HWANG—Staff Photographer
MEGAN JORGENSON—Staff Photographer
JOE LAWRENCE—Staff Writer
ERIC ROBIN ETTE—Staff Writer
MARK WELLS —Staff Photographer

ADYISERS

JEFF JOHN — Faculty Adviser
KARYN CAMPBELL — Media Coordinator

1.F.TTF.RS TO THE EDITOR
Letters should have the writer's signature,
printed full name, daytime telephone
number and clan standing if applicable.
• Letters should have fewer than 400 words.
The Guardian reserves die right to
condense letters.
• The Guardian hopes to cover a diverse
range of topics, therefore letters which
duplicate others may be omitted.
• Letien thai are libelous or offensive will
be rejected. Letters which request money
from readers will be rejected
• When responding to another writer's
letter, refer to the dale and headline.
• The Guardian reserves the right to reject
letters dealing with theological arguments
or letters which make allegations thai
cannot be proven.
• Letters should be addressed to:
— Letters
046 University Center
Wright State University
Dayton, Ohio 45435

Cabinet clash indicative of party
By SCOTT COPELAND
Spotlight Editor
Ever wonder why Democrats have
a hard time getting elected president?
The circus over the naming of
President-Elect Bill Clinton's cabinet provides ample evidence. The
Democratic Party has often been
portrayed as one that cowers before
interest groups, and that was what
those groups wanted to happen.
Where have these groups been?
These groups expected Clinton to
name women to half the positions in
his cabinet. Clinton never promised
that. He only said that his cabinet
would be representative of America.
During the Democratic primaries,
showboater Jerry Brown pledged his
cabinet would be 50 percent women.
He challenged Clinton to make that
same pledge. Clinton declined.
More to the point, why should
Clinton be expected to name so many
women? A presidential cabinet needs
to contain people with whom the
president is comfortable. It is not
Clinton's fault that circumstance
make it easier to have male acquaintances.
For instance, Clinton's designate
for labor secretary, Robert Reich, is
a friend from their days at Oxford,
when they were both Rhodes schol-

TI

m
ars. It is not Clinton's fault there net. More importantly, these people
were so many male Rhodes scholars. are qualified to hold the positions to
Richard Riley, the education sec- which they have been appointed.
retary designate, and Bruce Babbitt, Clinton has kept his promise to apthe interior secretary designate, both point a cabinet representative of
worked with Clinton when all three America.
were moderate governors. How many To hear these groups tell it, Clinfemale governors are there in this ton has committed a horrible transcountry? This is not Clinton's fault. gression. Nothing could be further
Despite these factors, Clinton has from the truth. By making this pronamed an impressive array of poten- test, the real truth may be obscured.
tial cabinet members. There is a much It's just a little change, but these
better distribution of minority groups little changes add up. They help make
a Democratic leader more unpopular.
than in the outgoing cabinet.
Clinton has women, African- Ever wonder why Democrats have a
Americans, and Hispanics in hiscabi- hardtimegetting elected president?

New Year's resolution for campus

nity further apart.
The time has come for the University to end this self-destructive
Many people make resolutions behavior. Students, faculty, staff and
with the coming of the new year. administrators alike must resolve to
Now it's time for the members of the stand as one, united in the preservaWSU community to make their reso- tion of our university. We must resolve that in the future we will not
lution.
Over recent years, our campus place the blame for difficulties on
has faced budget cuts, wars in for- one group or another. Instead, eveign countries,riotsand natural di- eryone will work together to ensure
sasters. Responses to these events our quality of education is mainhave ranged from finger-pointing to tained.
The key to the success of our
outrage, each pulling our commu-

By AMY RANG
Asst. Spotlight Editor

university is unity. We must resolve
to acknowledge the differences
within our community and use our
diverse skills and beliefs for the benefit of everyone.
The world around us is changing
at an astonishing rate. Countries are
ceasing to exist and new ones are
forming in their place. There are
movements to increase understanding and cooperation of different
peoples and different cultures. If we
fail to change with the world around
us, then we fail as a people.

1
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Op-Ed
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

PETA offers guidance to fight animal abuse
In your editorial about
allegations of animal
abuse at Wright State
University, you say that
the university's conduct
violated no laws. In fact,
an undercover investigation and the statements of
three eyewitnesses have
resulted in complaints,
alleging a total of 99
violations, filed with the
U.S. Department of Agriculture, the National
Institute of Health and
the Office of Research
Integrity.

menting on animals and explain
your reason for not contributing;
3) refuse to participate in experiments involving animals; 4) attend
the meetings of WSU's Animal
Care and Use Committee and
express your outrage; and 5) work
to stop public funding of the
experiments.
Finally, the editorial stated that
laws must be changed to address
cruelty disguised as
scientific
research.
PETA agrees
that more
stringent laws
need to be
enacted to
prevent numerThe editorial also stated that ous cruel
PETA had offered no guidance practices that
to persons and groups who wish are currently
legal. Howto end the mistreatment of
ever, lackluster
animals at WSU. On the
enforcement,
contrary, we have recomfrequently due
mended the following: 1)
to inadequate
write to state officials and
funding and the
congressional representatives;
2) withhold contributions to the unwillingness
of officials to
school until they cease experi-

prosecute, has been a major
obstacle to enforcing even the
current, minimal legal requirements. Hence, demands for
accountability and support for
increased funding for enforcement
are two more actions that the
public can take in its crusade
against abuse.
As people learn more about
what happens to animals in labora-

tories and realize that our tax
dollars are needed not to injure
and infect animals but for clinics,
prevention programs and medicines, we will not have to worry
about infractions. The labs-will
be closed.
Heather R. Henthorne
Associate Counsel
PETA

I TOLD YOU ALL THAT ANIMAL RESEARCH
WOULD PAYOFF! WE'VE DONE IT! WEVE
FOUND A VACCINE FOR POLIO!

k)

AM* II

IS*

SIC seeks students views on health plan
Greetings to you and
wishing you a very
happy New Year. In an
effort to provide better
insurance coverage at a
reasonable premium, the
Student Insurance Committee (SIC) solicits
your views and comments in the following
areas;

(1) If you are currently on the
Student Health Plan, are you
satisfied with it? Do you have any
suggestions for improvement?
(2) Even if you are not on the
student plan, what is your opinion
of it?
(3) How important is it to you
that a student insurance plan
should have no deductible?
(4) If the current rates are
competitive, would you prefer
staying with the current insurance
carrier or would you like to see a

change?
The SIC is also considering a
consortium plan with University
of Cincinnati. The advantage of
this consortium plan would be that
more participants would lead to
either improvement in the insurance plan or areductionin the
costs.
If you would like to see the
University of Cincinnati plan and
how it compares with the Wright
State plan, please stop by the
Student Government Office at

033, University Center and pick
up a copy.
The SIC is scheduled to meet
in the third week of Winter
Quarter, so kindly have your
feedback to me by January 15.
For further details, please
contact me at 873-2098 or leave
a message.
Ganesh Narayanswami
Student Insurance
Committee Member and
Graduate Representative

I
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Spotlight

Kids,
this
is
chemistry!
Department puts on demonstrations for area students
By SCOTT COPELAND
Spotlight Editor

Above, Rubin Battino throws glow tubes to the
students. Below, John Fortman presents an
experiment called "The genie In the bottle."

"Reading about a demonstration is not the same as seeing it.
Seeing it in different places is where
you gain experience and gain motivation." — John Fortman
Fortman and Rubin Battino,
professors of chemistry, spent two
weeks of their Christmas break performing a chemistry demonstration show for junior high and high
school students. "Both Rubin and I
and others in the department would
use demonstrations in classrooms,"
Fortman explained. "It was probably 12 to 15 years ago, when Rubin
proposed, 'Well, why don't we do
what a lot of more established universities do; that is, have a Christmas demonstration show?'
"So, we simply gathered up
demonstrations we had used, and
some we knew of, and put together
the first show. And that was attended by some of the Wright State
staff, faculty, children, what have
you. The next year we decided,
'Well, gee, we should really try
and do that for the schools."'
"So we set up two shows and
both of them were totally oversubscribed when we publicized them,
and it's just been growing up until
aboutfiveyears ago," Fortman continued. "It has grown and then we

just deliberately had to put a cap on
it. We hit a high water mark roughly
seven years ago, as I recall, where
we did 22 shows, 12 or 15 on
campus and the rest of them at
various schools for general assemblies. At that point, we reached
over 15,000 studems at the junidr
high and high school level."
The demonstration show contains approximately 25 experiments. The demonstration includes
explosions,solutionschangingcolors, and, of course, the effects of
liquid nitrogen.
"I think the two key words arc
entertain ing and educational," Fortman said. "If we do a show, as we
normally do, that lasts between an
hour and fifteen minutes and an
hour anda half, you've got to maintain the attention of 500 kids of
junior high through high school
level to a degree to maintain control."
"With that idea of entertainment and education, I think Rubin
and I makean excellent pair. Rubin
has all sons of theater and acting
experience, and I've spent a lot of
time looking at the educational
point of demonstrations. When we
get in there, it just very naturally
falls in that Rubin is doing eccentric type things and I'm always
reminding them that there's something we want them to lcam about
this."
Fortman and Battino arc not the
only one who work to crcatc the
demonstrations. Andrea Burns, director of the freshman chemistry
lab, is in charge of preparing the
experiments. Students Mark Akers,
Gina Hess, Thompson Gbatu and
Tim Grinstcad help to prepare the
show
"Immediately aftcra show, they
will start cleaning up and preparing for the next day's show,"
Fortman said. "So, with a crew of
four, along with Mrs. Burns, it typically takes that crew eight hours.
You're talking about40 manpower
hours to put together one show, not
counting some of the final setup
and tunc-up."
"They do the setups and the
cleaning, then bring it in the next
morning and set it up," Battino said.
S*e "Chemlslry"
continued on page 16

T

" he Guardian wants to publicize campus clubs and organizations to the university community.
Groups interested in being covered
in the Spotlight section should submit the following information:
• A name and phone number of
an individual The G uardian can contact for funhcr information
• A brief description of the
group's background, activities,
membership, future events and any
other important information
• Include time, date, location and
topic when listing events
• A name and phone number of an
individual who readers can contact for
more information about the group
The above information should
be written in third person. The
Guardian reserves the right to edit
all submissions.
Submissions must be received at
least two weeks before the week of
the event or it will not be covered.
The Guardian is not responsible for
late or misdirected submissions.
Groups will be highlighted no
more than twice a year. Each group
should take this into consideration
when submissions arc made.
Any comments, questions or
suggestions may be addressed to
Spotlight Editor Scott Copeland or
Assistant Spotlight Editor Amy Rang.
Deliver or mail all submissions
to Spotlight, The Guardian, 046
University Center, Wright State
University, Dayton, Ohio 45435.

Pre-Med Society of WSU
The purpose of the Prc-Mcdical
Society is to provide information
about medical school and the medical profession, opportunities for firsthand experience with medical
schools and hospital environments,
and an atmosphere of assistance and
peer support on a social level for
those students interested in applying to medical school. Activities
include guest speakers and informative briefings, volunteer activities
and interaction with patients and
doctors, a mcntorship program with
students from the WSU School of
Medicine, medical school and hospital tours, and various social and
fund-raisingactivities. The society's
advisor, Mr. Robert Wood, is also
the Prc-Professional Advisor for
WSU, and assists in an advisory role
both on a group and an individual
, basis.

r

The Best and the Worst of 1992

ollywood doesn't get it
The Guardian looks at the year in film
By SCOTT COPELAND Henson's The Muppet Christmas Carol.
Spotlight Editor
Independentfilmis where the excitement is. UnERIC ROBINETTE fortunately, keeping up with them is hard, for these
Staff Writer smallerfilmsfrequently play in Dayton for a week (or
less) at either the Neon Movies or the Little Art
After suffering through a less than wonderful year Theatre before vanishing. It takes a genuine effort to
in 1991,movies soared back to something resemblingfind the best films.
Jo* Ptsci and Daniel Stern have apparently eeen tm
We would like to especially push some of our rushes of Home Along 2, the year's most typical fHm.
greatness in 1992. Does that mean Hollywood defavorite independentfilmsof the year.
serves to be thanked? Certainly not
By SCOTT COPELAND
35 Up. In 1963, the BBC interviewed 14 different By ERIC ROBINETTE
If anything, Hollywood nearly scraped the bottom
Spotlight Editor
of the barrel this year, turning great ideas into medio- seven-year-olds for a special on the future of the Staff Writer
country.
These
people
have
been
interviewed
every
cre movies, and mediocre ideas into terrible movies.
1. Malcolm X: Quite possibly 1. Malcolm X: Spike Lee delivThis year the studios can only take credit for one great seven years, when ihey were 14,21,28, and now 35.
Thefilmserves as definitive truth thatrealityis more the best movie biography to date. ers the best Americanfilmsince his
movie: Disney's Aladdin.
2. 35 Up: Proof positive that own Do The Right Thing.
The other majorreleasesto clearly deliver were all fascinating than fantasy.
2. Bob Roberts: A political satLife Is Sweet. Writer / Director Mike Leigh's look even ordinary peoples' lives can be
made in spite of, not because of, the studios. These
ire deliveredrightwhen we needed
movies all have one thing in common: a director with at one working class family in Britain. Clearly, the thoroughly fascinating.
3. Grand Canyon: "A lot of iL
film began with the creation of
the talent and/or the nerve to pro3. Blade Runner (director's
!
three-dimensional characters, life'sriddlesare answered in the
tect his vision. The four best are
cut): We had to wait 10 years to see
movies."
How true.
and then logically let them
Spike Lee's Malcolm X, Clint I n d e p e n d e n t film is
4. Life Is Sweet. Nofilmhas thisfilmthe way it needs to be seen.
bounce off each other. A legitiEastwood's
Unforgiven, w h e r e tfog excitement is.
4.35 Up: Who said documentamately funnyfilmthat also has made it more wonderfully apparent
Lawrence Kasdan s Grand Canmore perceptions about life than that laughter is the best medicine. ries have to be boring?
yonandRobcrtRedford'sArtiver
5. Life Is
5.Aladdin: ToparaHollywoodcould possibly catch.
Runs Through It
Sweet: The subtleBy the way, if you haven't seen Malcolm X yet, The Waterdance. In 1984, Neal Jimenez (who phrase "Friend Like
O f i l m
ties of this British
SEE IT NOW. It is an importantfilmthat should be wrote River's Edge) was permanently disabled in anMe," you got
film are sorely
seen by everyone. The big screen visuals will be accident. He wrote and co-directed this semiautobio- some punch, pizmissed in this country.
murdered on video, so see it on the big screen while it graphicalfilmabout life in a rehabilitation hospital the zazz, yahoo and
6 .GrandCanyon: Inmy
how, say all you
first six months after being disabled.
is still in town.
first
reviewof this year, I guargoua
do
is
see
this
film.
In many ways, the most typicalfilmof 1992 was This is not a TV movie treatment, but an honest
6. Unforgiven: Unex- pect- anteed this would be on my list
thefilmthat will probably end up as the year's biggest and sometimes funny look at life in a wheelchair.
7. The V/aterdance: An honest
release: Home Alone 2: Alone in New York. First,Great
it ensemble acting from the cast: Eric Stoltz, edly, undeniably unforgettable.
7. One False Move: A thrillerlook at being a paraplegic as poswas completely devoid of any genuine feeling. Sec- Helen Hunt, William Forsyth, Elizabeth Pcna and
sible
only when written by a paraplethat's great not only for its thrills
ond, it tried to do everything bigger instead of better. especially Wesley Snipes.
gic himself.
Third, it took no gambles in the material, but stuck to One False Move. Easily the best thriller of the but for its thoughtfulncss.
year. The set-up is simple: Three people are running 8. Husbands and Wives: Scan- 8. Unforgiven: Oscar awaits.
tried and true. Last, it was a sequel.
9. One False Move: IndepenThe original Home Alone was entertaining be- cross country after committing several murders in Los dal? Who cares? Woody is still a dentfilmmakingeven beats Hollycause it followed simple logic: what would this kid do Angeles. Three policemen, two from L.A. and one greatfilmmaker,plain and simple. wood in the action genre. When was
if left home alone? The logic of the sequel was also from Arkansas, set up a trap in one of the criminals' 9. The Player. What's wrong the last time that happened?
simple: How closely can the original be followed? hometown. To reveal anything else would be unfair. with Hollywood, brilliantly told.
10 .BobRoberts: What's wrong 10. A Midnight Clear. Did it
So the movie copies scenes where the kid is happy All six characters are well written and developed, and
even play Dayton? The perfect war
to discover he's alone and where he acts like an this is one of the fewfilmsthis year where the ending with political campaigns, brilliantly movie for a pacifist like me, a.id
unknowledgable child. He makes friends with an actually was in doubt halfway through the picture. told.
The Player. May well be the definitivefilmof Honorable mentions: Blade now available on video.
adult who had scared him originally, and of course he
1992. A vicious, deadly accurate satire of Hollywood Runner (director'scut), Candyman. Honorable Mention: Aladdin,
sets up traps that beat the bad guys senseless.
Alien American Me, Candyman,
Meanwhile, there were some smallerfilmsthat the from the minds of writer Michael Tolkin (The Rap- Hearts of Darkness: A Filmmaker's
The Mambo Kings, The Muppet
studios picked up forreleasewhich were much more ture) and director Robert Altman (M*A*S*H). The Apocalypse, The Last of the Christmas Carol, The Player, Poiworth seeing. Again, strong directors: Tim Robbins' backbiting and the extravagance of Hollywood are Mohicans, A League of Their Own.
son
A Ivy, A River Runs Through It,
Bob Roberts, Edward James Olmos' American Me,shown in their full glory, with one inescapableconclu- The Muppet Christmas Carol, The
Rolling Stones At The Max.
River Runs Through It.
Arne Glimcher's The Mambo Kings and even Briansion: this is no way to make movie*.

!
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Anything in Michael Mcdvcd's
new book. His most ridiculous
statement: The Little Mermaid undermines family values. Whose
family values?
Bestfilmor the year: Malcolm
Worst children's filmmaker:
X. SEE IT. We cannot stress that Chris Columbus. Directed the inexcusably violent Home Alone 2
enough.
The bonehead ed it or the year: and co-wrote the sleep inducing The enormous ego award goes to Damon Wayans, who starred and allegedly wrote the
Turner Network Television ruined Little Nemo: Adventures in vanity production Mo' Money, one of the year's worst films. Stacey Dash Is the unlucky
the most famous jump cut in film Slumberland.
one being wooed by Wayans.
Best tag line: "It ain't easy
history when, while airing 2001, it
broke up the fade from the bone to being this good." (White Men Can't
the spaceship with a commercial Jump)
Worst tag line: "The bitch is
break.
The Vanilla Ice achievement back." (Alien3) Unless they were By SCOTT COPELAND
in acting award: Pauly Shore referring to Sigourney Weaver, Spotlight Editor
(Encino Man), who. like Vanilla that's incorrect The queen alien
Ice, is untalented in two fields.
from Aliens is not in this film.
Many movies have angered me
The wrong century, guys,
Best quote by a filmmaker:
this year. Wild Orchid 2: Two
award: Keanu Reeves, Bill Camp- Allison Anders (Gas Food LodgShades of Blue made me sick.
bell, Richard E. Grant and Cary ing), when asked what the worst
That's why it deserves the title of
Elwesplayed most excellent dudes trend of the year was: "The success
worst film of 1992.
in Bram Stoker's Dracula.
of stuffy English films like EnLet's face it: Wild Orchid 2 exTired trend of the year: The chanted April. It's the Laura Ashley
ists solely to turn people on. That's
from Hell. The baby siuer school offilmmaking.To me. Terwhy people rent it So it should be
from hell in the merely O.K. The minator 2 has more relevance than
reviewed solely on that level.
Hand that Rocks the Cradle. The Howard's End."
First of all, as a general rule,
Worst quote by a filmmaker:
roommate from hell in the disappeople need to be in a good mood
pointing Single White Female. The Manny Coto, who said his Dr.
in order to be turned on. That
cop from hell in the offensive t/n- Giggles would do for doctors what
doesn't happen with this P!m. The
lawful Entry. The neighbor from Psycho did for showers. Sure.
main character loses her virginity
hell in the outright stupid ConsentBest studio: New Line. First,
to score her father some heroin.
ing Adults. Coming in January: the they aren't in Hollywood, but also
Shortly after, her father dies, and ,
secretary from hell and the hitch- their subsidiary Fine Line became
she is forced into prostitution. Sex
hiker from hell (we're not joking). THE distributor of art films (Night
scenes arc not a turn on when the
The best
from hell: Drew on Earth, The Player, Monster In A
Michael Calne, seen here with Kermit The Frog, was a
main character is not enjoying it.
Barry more in Poison Ivy. The only Box, My Own Private Idaho).
1 quickly grew to hate this film. definitive Scrooge In The Muppet Christmas Carol. ©Jim
one of the genre not from a major
Worst studio (again): HollyBut I dredged on through the slop. Henson Productions, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
wood Pictures. Proud makers of
studio.
Then at the one hour mark, came
Cameo of the year: Sebastian Medicine Man, Encino Man,
the scene that made me sick.
the Crab in Aladdin. Runners-up: Straight Talk, Consenting Adults,
The main character is taken to a
Tim Burton in Singles, Julia Rob- The Distinguished Gentleman,
End),
If Eric Robinette and Scott Co- ompson (Howard's
room with four men, held down,
ens and BruceWillis in The Player. Passed Away, Blame It On The
and her clothes are ripped off. At peland were the only members of Sigourney Weaver (Alien *)•
Best ending of the year: The Bellboy and -4 Stranger Among Us.
Best Supporting Actor: Gene
this point we see a movie camera the Academy ofMotion Picture Arts
Player sarcastically tacks on a
Best place to see a movie: Neon
rolling. Then, the character has a and Sciences, these would be this Uxkman(Unforgiven),Jon Lovitz
happy ending, even though (or be- Movies. Best sound, best projec(A
League
of Their Own), Wesley
year's
Oscar
nominations
(with
the
bag thrown over her head, is thrown
cause) it doesn't really work.
tion, best seats, no contest
Snipes (The Waterdance), Robin
on a bed, and then locked into winners in bold):
Worst ending or the year:
Worst place to see a movie:
Jaimz
Best Director: Robert Altman Williams (Aladdin),
handcuffs and legcuffs.
Basic Instinct. She didn't do it. No, Beavcrcreck 7. Scott asked for a
This is supposed to be an erotic (The Player), Clint Eastwood Woolvett (Unforgiven).
she did it. No, she didn't do it. refund after the frame of Alien '
Best
Support
ing
Actress:
Judy
movie. There is nothing erotic (Unforgiven), Carl Franklin (One
WHO CARES ANYMORE!!!
was cut off on three sides. He was
about women being brutalized, and False Move), Spike Lee (Malcolm Davis (Husbands and Wives),
Overrated film or the year: calmly informed that the theater
X), Robert Rcdford (A River Runs Helen Hunt (The Waterdance),
there never will be.
Howard sEnd. Scott, youcan wake could not handle a wide screen
Kathy Najimy (Sister Act), Rosic
The sad thing is there are so few Through It).
film. Eric had the pleasure of watchup now.
Best Actor: Michael Caine Perez (White Men Can't Jump),
truly eroticfilmsin existence. Wild
Underrated film or the year: ing the last half of Husbands and
Orchid 2 underscores how sad this (The Muppet Christmas Carol), Vanessa Redgrave (Howard's
Alien '. We guess everybody Wives with the sound out of sync.
area of film is. The film simply Clint Eastwood (Unforgiven), Bill End).
wanted non-stop action rather than We will never go there again.
Best Original Screenplay: Bob
Paxton (One False Move), Tim
should never have been made.
the slow burn this Him delivered
In memorium: Scott's favorThe other nine worst films of Robbins (Bob Roberts), Denzel Roberts (Tim Robbins), Husbands
(in spades).
ite theater, the Regent in Springand Wives (Woody Allen), One
the year (from worst to merely Washington (Malcolm X).
Best quote by a critic: Terry field, cU sed early in the year. The
Best Actress: Helena Bonham False Move (Billy Bob Thornton
awful): Pet Sematary 2, Dr.
Lawson, who said Christopher only place to see second run mov& Tom Epperson), Unforgiven
Carter
(Howard's
End),
Michelle
Giggles, 3 Ninjas, Mo' Money,
Columbus: The Discovery was ies, the Dabel, was torn down late
Unlawful Entry, Radio Flyer, Kuffs, Pfeiffer (Batman Returns), Sharon (David Webb Peoples), The
"more hysterical than historical." in the year. Multiplexes have defiMan Trouble, Consenting Adults. Stone (BasicInstinct), Emma Th- Waterdance (Neal Jimenez).
Worst quote by a film critic: nitely taken over.

By SCOTT COPELAND
Spotlight Editor
ERIC ROBINETTE
Staff Writer

Worst films
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These 10 films need to be seen in a
theater for full effect:
10. Batman Returns
9. The Lawnmower Man
8. Unforgiven
7. Malcolm X
6. The Player
5. Far and Away
4. Last of the Mohicans
3. Blade Runner
2. Alien'
1. The Rolling Stones At The Max

By SCOTT COPKLAND
Spotlight Editor
JOE LAWRENCE
ANDREW ROGERS
Staff Writers

Disappointments
These are the 10 most disappointing movies of 19?2:
1. Hero

2. Toys

3. Raising Cain
4. Bram Stoker's Dracula
5. Leap of Faith
6. Basic Instinct
7. Twin Peaks: Fire Walk With Me
8. Lethal Weapon 3
9. Far and Away
10. Any major studio release

Helmet dsmonatrated how to play loud and get overrated
In 1992.

Worst
albums
By ANDREW ROGERS
Staff Writer

These are the 10 worst albums of
1992:
1. Michael Bolton — Timeless
2. Firchousc — Hold Your Fire
3. Billy Ray Cyrus — Some Gave
All
4. Soundtrack — Beverly Hills
90210
5. Garth Brooks' mere existence
6. Dcf Lcppard — Adrenalize
7. Ugly Kid Joe—America'sLeast
Wanted
8. Madonna — Erotica
9. Anything using the terms
"Nigga," "Bitch," and "Ho,"
more than 20 times per song.
10. Anything by anybody with hair
extensions.

The ruptured hernia award:
MichacI Bolton. Why does this
overblown singer with the gymnastic fingcmails-on-a-blackboard
voice succeed when much more
deserving artists don't?
Vanilla Ice achievement in
music award: Billy Ray Cyrus.
When Cyrus disappears in the next
two years, the comparison will be
complete.
Vanilla Ice disappearing act
a w a r d : Gerardo. You know,
Gcrardo did have a second album
this year. Yeah, we never heard it
either.
Worst remake of the year:
"Yesterday" by MichacI Bolton. "I
said something wrong..."
Overrated acts: Helmet is loud
and boring. Runncrs-up: Ministry
(TOO MUCH PRESS), Sonic
Youth (merely O.K.),Garth Brooks
(no, he is not the second coming).
Underrated acts: Joe wants
you to tum to his top ten list. Andrew would like you to tum to his
top ten list. Andrew would also
like to mention Loudon Wainwright 111, Graham Parker, Little
Village, Lindscy Buckingham,...
Worst sappy overblown rock
ballad: "Love is on the Way," by
Saigon Kick, in a close call over
"To Be With You," by Mr. Big,
"When I Look Into Your Eyes," by
Firchousc, and any ballad recorded
by Dcf Lcppard.
We waited four years for
this?: Def Lcppard took forever to
release a rehash.
The where's the Sucrets
award: MichacI Bolton. Repeat
after us, Michael: Scrccching is
not singing. Scrccching is not singing.
The surprise, honey award:
To all the sappy ballad loving
housewives who bought the Red
Hot Chili Peppers album bccausc
of "Under The Bridge."
The you critics can kiss my
black, er, white ass award:
Michael Bolton, for his soul searching rant backstage at the Grammys
when he invited hiscri tics to pucker
up.
Where was radio: Give MTV
credit, it tried to break Tori Amos,
but radio inexplicably ignored her.

1992'sten most
overused words
in music
10. Lollapalooza
9. yo
8. mack daddy
7. daddy mack
6. ooh
5. mama
4. Seattle
3. love

Tort Amos delivered on* of thetestalbums of the year,
though radio Inexplicably Ignored It.

The Guardian

2. achy breaky
l jump

Weirdest statement by a
critic: Jim Grccrof Spin magazine
pronouncing the best rock n' roll
city in Amcrica as... Dayton.
Most undeserving flop: Los
Lobos delivered the best album of
their career in K'tko and still got
ignored.
Rap artist of the year, Debut
of the year, and Grammy better
have paid attention: Arrested
Development burst on the sccnc
with J Years, 5 Months, and 2 Days
in the Life of... and is the only act
to land on three of The Guardian's
lists.
Guilty pleasures: "Hazard,"by
Richard Marx. Maybe it was the
unusual subject (a murder mystery?) or maybe the haunting keyboards, but bottom line, the song
worked. Runner-up: "Blowing
Kisses in the Wind," by Paula
Abdul, so much better than her
lame "Rush Rush."
Fashion accessory of the year:
Condoms, as modeled by TLC in
their videos.
Fashion overhype of the year:
Backward dressing by Kris Kross.
Stupid.
Worst album cover of the
year: With some stupid brat in a
statue of liberty pose while flipping the bird. Ugly Kid Joe tried
for a controversy, then tried to invent a controversy when none ignited. All to covcr up that the album is really lame.
The Luke Campbell literary
achievement award: Sir Mix-ALot, for "Baby Got Back", a stirring ode to butts. We're not talking
cigarettes here.
Most disappointing concert:
Joe wants us to put down the
Lollapalooza II concert, which he
terms the "Seattle Rock 'n' Review Concert."
Best concert: Tori Amos (with
A Man Called E opening). Just her
and her piano, and it's more entertaining than the spccial effects extravaganzas too many acts reach
for.
Buy that man a Timex award:
Axl Rose, who hit the stage in
Dayton approximately 45 hours
after the announced starting time.
Do they ever listen to each
other's musk?: Tammy Wynette
and The KLF recorded a song together. Insert your own joke here.
Duet from hell: "Killing Me
Softly With His Song," by Michael
Bolton and Billy Ray Cyrus.
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By CHRIS JOSEPH
Associate Writer
It wasn't one of the most exciting
or trendsetting years in music. For
that matter, much of anything in the
entertainment arena fell short of high
expectations, with a very few exceptions. The year wi messed more severe
domestic violence, prejudice and hatred, and a high failure for us as humans to communicate. This affected
the music biz, with the focus on IceT's heavy metal band Body Count.
Cops were offended over lyrics,
the record company fought back over
rights of free speech. Ice-T and the
record company pulled back, losing
to conservative pressures forming a
chain reaction of increased censorship throughout the music industry.
Still. Wickered product warning of
explicitlyrics translates into increased
sales. The Rodney King /LA. Riots
incidents affected artists throughout
the year to deal with the issues.
1992 was a trip! That's for sure.

Here's a few worthy product that I
feel deserve respect:
1. Mary J. Bilge — What's the
411?: The 90s' Hip-Hop Diva Queen,
complete with look, concept and
sound Girl has talent, the future looks
bright.
2. Pete Rock & CI,. Smooth —
Mecca & the Soul Hrother. All the
ingredients of an important group.
Down to Earth, intelligent, positive
and cool sounds. Deserves 'nuff respect.
3. Das EFX — Dead Serious:
Diggity Biggity, Biggity Diggity!
These guys are Crazy! Pure fun flava
and slamming beats and sound.
4. Sade —Love Deluxe: Simply
stunning, her work brings love, fun,
tears and joy. Pure enjoyment.
5. Organized Konfuslon —Organized Konfusion: One of the most
underrated LP's of the year. The music was top notch, lyrics tight and
expressive. Pure genius, a group to be
watched.
6. Arrested Development — 3
Yean, 5 Months and 2 Days in the
Life of-: Surprising but needed soulful work that came straight from the
heart Thoughtful work from a deep
and versatile cast Instead of thinking
with a clenched fist, they think with
their minds.

Andrew's list
By ANDREW ROGERS
Staff Writer
1. Bel Canto — Shimmering
Warm A Bright. Living up to its title,
Bel Canto's third album chills the
spine like an arctic breeze in an Arab
desert A sadly underappreciated band.
2. Tori Amos — Liitk EarthfuaAet: Although goofily pretentious
at times, Ms. Amos' debut explores
the dark side of relationships with
honesty and impressive melodic skill.
3. Julian Cope — Jehova Kill:
An amazing psychedelic sleighride
through the depths of oppressive religious dogma to the heights of individual spirituality. Cope strikes again
(but don't tell Pat Robertson).
4. XTC — Nomesuch: XTC are
today's best argument for the pop
song as art like their last seven albums. Nonesuch is chock full of witty
and masterful musical gems.
5. Nick Cave—Henry's Dream:
The doom-obsessed Australian turns
in another stately yet primal epic, disturbingly literate, and sung with a
haunted desperation. Timeless.
6. Tom Walts—Bone Machine:
Waits'cocktail jazz from hell may not
be everyone's taste, but he never ceases
to amaze as he disturbs. A truly individual artist.
7. Arrested Development — 3
Years, 5 Months, and 2 Days in the
life of.-: Articulate and inspired, A.
D. leader. Speech, could very well be
the Join Lennon, or perhaps the Bob
Marley, of hip-hop. In a year dominated by thuggish and misogynist
gangsta rap, Arrested Development

$

7. Prince and the New Power
Generation— One of the most intriguing artists for over a decade!
Prince still kicks the funk and knowledge. Prince is deep! One of the most
importantfiguresfor a generation —
period!
8. Gangstarr — Daily Operation: Mellow tongue, low end bass,
hype music. D.J. Premier and the Guru
deserve 'nuff props for innovative hard
core flava for '92.
9. House of Pain — Shamrocks
and Shenanigans: Three Irish boys
who can catch wreck on the mike,
mad skills on the turntable and arc
down with Cypress Hill. Had the whole
country Jumping Around.
10. Mlkl Howard — Femme
Fatale: This lady is bad! Latest effort
kick strings of jazz, urban contemporary and midlempo funk.
Work to look for in '93: New
groups — Digable Planets, Apache,
Pharcyde, Shai, Immature, Silk and
Da King & 1. Veteran Comeback —
Run D.M.C.andnew LP'sfromLeaders of the New School, A Tribe Called
Quest, Kool J. Rap, Organized
Konfusion,BlackSheep,CypressHill,
By JOE LAWRENCE
I.I. Cool J, Brand Nubian, Queen
Staff Writer
Latlfah, M.C. Lyte and Naughty By
Nature. Peace in Nineteen Naughty
A short list with an explanation of
Three.
those albums I enjoyed the most this
year
1. James — Seven: Unpretentious in atmosphere, James provides a
group of simple pop songs which are
uplifting and introspective.
2. Luna1—Lunapark: The spirit
of the Velvet Underground in a modem package. Great but obscure lyrics
over electric folk music.
3. Catherine Wheel—Ferment:
The wave of "shoegazers" from Britain has ebbed, but Ferment shows
maturity and style the other bands
never had.
4. Spectrum—Soul Kiss (Glide
Divine) / Spiritualized — Laser
Guided Melodies: Space rock from
the fractured Spacemen 3.
5. Miranda Sex Garden—Iris:
Beautifully intricate vocals invoke a
gothic/mcdievalflavorreminiscent of

Joe's list

provides the brightest hope for rap's
future.
8.10,000 Maniacs: Our Time in
8. kxl. lang — Ingenue: After
Eden didn't break any new ground,
years ofrejectionby Nashville, lang
but it didn't lose any either. And they
By SCOTT COPELAND
abandoned country to create this stararc one of my two favorite groups.
Spotlight Editor
tling collection of torch songs.
7. Faith No More: If Faith No
9. Peter Gabriel — Us: More
These are the ten music acts More is, as I think they arc, trying to
organic and less popfriendlythan So,
that gave me the most pleasure in alienate everyone. Angel Dusted is a
Us concentrates more on personal
step in that direction. It is also far
1992:
rather than political issues. Well worth
10. Howard Ashman & Alan more exciting than most hard rock.
the wait.
6. Arrested Development: As
Menken: Not strictly a music act,
10. (Ue) A Man Called E — A
and Ashman died early in 1991. much for the great track from MalMan Called E / Adrian Be lew —
Still, this is the team responsible colm X, "Revolution," as for their
Inner Revolution: Pure marvelous
for last year's best score. Beauty A exciting debut album. Just when rap
pop music. No Beatles fan should be
the Heast, and this year's best score, was threatening torepeatitself, A. D.
without these two.
Aladdin.
took it to another level.
Honorable Mention: Oyster
5. Suzanne Vega: Her industrial
9. Neneh Cherry: Her second
Band - Deserters-, Lou Reed —
effort. Homebrew, is the type that flavored 999 F' was the most excitMagic & Loss-, The Nick Drake reis- gets under your skin and won't get ing career twist of the year. Her alsues; Clannad — A nam; Youssou
out Too sophisticated to succeed ways interesting lyrics now had a truly
N'Dour — Eyes Open; Juliana
on the charts, but this is not a unique home
Hatfield —Hey Babe; Chris Bell —/
4.1 A. Style: It takes a great song
sophomore slump.
am the Cosmos (a Rykodisc reissue).

Scott's list

Dead Can Dance.
6. Medicine — Shot Forth Self
Living: Sounding like My Bloody
Valentine does Nirvana, Medicine
combines jarring noise with simple
melodies.
7. Screaming Trees — Sweet
Oblivion: Great psychedelic music
from the veteran Seattle band, showing that being hard and mellow works.
8. House of Love—Babe Rainbow: Gentle but melodic,filledwith
nicely strummed guitars. Simple but
complex.
9. Slowdlve — Just for a Day:
Escaping the British noise scene with
a more spiritual approach, Slowdive
creates an orchestral atmosphere.
10. Michelle Shocked—Arkansas Traveller. Southern style countty/folk/blues.
Honorable mentions: Morissey
(for Denise), Bel Canto, Wedding
Present, Lemonhcads, Red House
Painters, Supreme Love Gods, Final
Cut, Skinny Puppy,Controlled Bleeding (Eat this one Ministry), KMFDM,
Pale Saints, INXS and Mighty Lemon
Drops.
to break an underground movement into the mainstream. "James
Brown is Dead" is the song which
took techno to the mainstream.
3. Sophie B. Hawkins: She
ain't Madonna. Hawkins' eroticism is honest and genuine, and
she hasrealtalent. "Damn I Wish
1 Was Your Lover" is the pop song
of the year, but her whole album
Tongues and Tails, is just as wor
thy.
2. Tori Amos: 'title Earth
quakes was the debut of the year
"Silent All These Years" was one
of the best videos of the year.
Where was radio on this one?
1. Prince and the New Power
Generation: "My name is Prince/
And I am funky/When it comes to
funk/1 am a junkie."
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Wright State attempts to heal wounds in run for conference title
By GREG BILLING
Sports Editor

Eastern Kentucky (88-78) and Ohio records this season.scoring 19poinls
(80-77).
. against Prairie View to become the
The schedule should prepare the all-time career scoring leader.
With most of its non-conference Raiders for the upcoming Mid-Con.
He now has 1,868 points, breakschedule completed, Wright State WSU opens conference action Jan. ing Bob Schacfcr's mark of 1,634.
prepares toentcr the second leg of its 9 at Valparaiso. Aftera Jan. 11 game Schacfcr set the mark from 1975run for a bid in the NCAA tourna- agaiast Illinois-Chicago, the Raid- 79.
ment.
ers return home for a Jan. 16 game
Edwards also set the school's
But for the Raiders to be suc- against Western Illinois.
free-throws made mark, sinking two
cessful, they'll need the services of
"People are forgetting about tosses against Miami to give him
Jeff Unverferth and Scan Cleveland State," Underbill said. 347. Edwards bumped Bob Grote
Hammonds.
into second with 342.
Unverferth — a 6-7 senior forHe leads WSU with 234 points,
ward — underwent knee surgery
86rebounds,97fieldgoals and 25
before the season and Hammonds
free throws. So what can Edwards
WSU students are entitled
— a 6-5 senior forward — dislodo for an encore?
cated his knee earlier in the season. to two tickets for men's bas"I've talked to him about pick"Unverferth is getting stronger ketball home games. For tick- ing up his intensity on defense,"
ets, students should show their
and stronger," said WSU coach
Underbill
said.
validation card at the Nutter
Ralph Underbill, who notched his
Senior point guard Mark Woods
Center
Box
Office.
Photo
IDs
300th win against Prairie View
(11 points per game) has also diswill not be accepted. Tickets
A&M. "With Hammonds ... its a
played leadership skills.
may be picked up at least 48
matter of getting the tendons and
"Woods has been a great leader
ligaments stronger. We need them hours before game time.
at the point guard spot He's been
for the conference."
playing excellent basketball,"
After theirfirstnincgames, WSU "Green Bay is over .500 and Valpo Underbill said.
has played to a 6-3record.Their is a vastly improved team."
Woods has 40 steals and 74 asonly losses have come to Kentucky
For WSU to improve heading sists, dishing off perfect passes to
(81-65), Ohio State (76-55) and intoconfcrence play, it will need the center Mike Nahar, forwards Jason
Miami (75-68).
team to be completely healthy.
Smith, Delmc Hcrriman, Dan
"Our losses have come to good
"I wish we were full strength. Skcoch, and guards Andy
teams," Underbill said. "Really, not I've been getting good vibes about Holderman, Chris McGuire and
any of those losses came when we Unverferth in practice," he said. Rcnaldo O'Neal.
were at full health. We played Ken- "Everyone else has been holding up
"We are developing other playphoB by Pau1 Chapman
tucky better defensively (than against real well."
ers," Underbill said. "After
Ohio State). In both games, I thought And that includes* senior Bill Hammonds wentdown, I was forced WSU's Bill Edwards led the Raiders to a 6-3 record In
in spurts our offense went South." Edwards. The 6-8 forward scored to put Skcoch and Hcrriman in the December, setting the school's alMime scoring record.
But it hasn't been all gloom for 45 points in the first encounter with rotation. Unverferth has proven he
Setting the record straight
Wright State as they defeated Morehead State, setting an all-time is going to come back. Hammonds
Wilmington in the home opener high for the Nutter Center. His 45 probably will as soon as his leg
In the Oct. 7 issue of The Guardian, it was stated that Mike
(112-53), Morehead State (102-74 points arc the most in the nation. strengthens. We want to have him
Haley II wasredshirtcdfor academic reasons. Haley,a junior who
and 129-63), Prairie View (112-87)
played
three years for WSU, was not redshirtcd for academics.
Edwards set two additional all season, not just a few games."

Free tickets

Happy New Year! Raiders celebrate the holidays by decking opponents
By ROBB ERVIN
Special Writer
A team effort can be credited
for getting the Wright State men's
wheelchair basketball team back
to its winning form.
That team effort enabled the
Raiders to open the New Year
against the Dayton Rollers on Jan.
9-10, sporting an eight-game winning streak.
The season started out slow for
Wright State, but what a difference
a month makes.
After going 2-7 in November,
the Raiders went 7-0 in December,
moving their record to 9-7. The
nine wins already eclipse the eight
wins Wright State had all of last
year.

The Raiders began the eight- and showing just how far the team
game winning streak with a 53-42 has come since its sluggish start.
victory over Youngstown in their
"The season's not young anyfinal game of November at the All- more," said coach Andy Kricgcr.
Ohio Tournament.
Senior John Gould lead the offensive attack with 29 points — a " T h e (winning) streak
season high. Fellow senior Todd
was a great Christmas
Cox added 18 on his way to being
named to the AU-Toumamcnttcam. present,"
Wright State continued its win- —Andy Krieger
ning ways in Tennessee at the
Memphis Tournament.
It opened the tourney by de- "(The players) arc starting to befeating North Alabama, 39-36. come comfortable with themselves
Gould and Cox again led the way and what they can and can't do.
with 18 and 14points,respccl<vcly. "Tiey'rc playing as a team."
The Raiders avenged a defeat
The Raiders continued to pile
earlier in the year to Southern Illi- up the wins by defeating Fort Smith
nois. beating them 41-31 in the 52-27 and Memphis 32-26. In the
second round of the tournament final game of the tournament,

Wright State was victorious once
again by rolling over the River
City Rollers. 48-28.
Wright State then came home
for a two-game scries with the Pittsburgh Steclwheclers.
WSU showed no signs of slowing down as they swept the scries
with a 45-24 win in thefirstgame
and a 54-19 win in the second —
completing the perfect month.
During the eight-game streak,
the Raiders have been led by
Gould's 16.5 points per game and
Cox's 14.6 points per game.
The Raiders arc now stronger
in the middle of their defense with
the mid-season return of sophomore Larry Miller. With the improved defense and higher field
goal percentage, it's no wonder the

streak is still alive.
Wright State runsa patient halfcourt offense which is paying off
when it comes to finding good
shots.
"(The players) arc not forcing
the ball up," said Krieger. "They're
a little more comfortable than they
were at the beginning of the year.
We need a lot of player movement
and ball movement, rather than just
one-on-one."
The Raiders' fortunes have
changed and they're back on track,
doing what they love to do most...
win.
"The streak was a great Christmas present," Krieger said. "(The
team's) spirits are definitely up."
And so are the numbers in the
win column.
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Holidays not
i happy for WSU
classman, and lOof the 13 players
on the team are freshmen and
sophomores.
"We don't have somebody on
Wright State women's basketball coach Terry Hall is looking a the court who says 'Seule down,
calm
down, let's get it under conlittle down these days, but then so
trol," Hall said. "We don't have
is her team.
The Raiders went 3-6 in De- anybody on the floor who say*
cember, winning at home against 'Give me the ball, I'll score.'"
Shooting problems have also
Morehead State, Marshall and Ausplagued them.
tin Peay.
In a loss to Missouri, the RaidHall said sheexpected her team
to win at least one more game, a ers shot 21 percent
The situation wasn't much bethome game against Dayton that
resulted in a four point Raider loss. ter against Miami where the Raiders,
down 55-50 with six minutes
Although they are only one
game off of Hall's prediction, she left in the game, failed to score
said she is disappointed with the another field goal.
Hall blames the poor shooting
way her team is playing.
"We're not playing as well as I on the team's inexperience.
"When the game gets close,
had hoped we would be playing at
the end of the month and going into we self-destruct," she said.
Injuries have only recently beconference play," she said. "We
make bad decisions when we have gun to hobble WSU.
Freshman center Heidi Beal has
the bill in our hands."
Hall said that much of the been stiff with aback injury, and
sophomore
guard Jennifer Brigner
team's difficulties are due to their
sustained a mild concussion Dec.
inexperience.
Senior center Peggy Yingling 29 against Missouri.
Despite the early setbacks. Hall
is the only starting upper upperBy JEREMY DYER
Assistant Sports Editor

said that there arc several positive
notes for her program. The icam is
leading the Mid-Continent conference in rebounding and Yingl ing is
leading in free throw shooting percentage. The Raiders are also third
in the conference for points allowed, averaging 68 per game.
"Our defense is good and hopefully our offense will catch up,"
Hall said.
Hall is also impressed with the
performance of her five freshmen,
including Anita Jurccnko, a 5-5
guard.
"The five freshmen have made
great strides. Some of the sophomores aren't playing as well as I'd
like," she said.
WSU's next game is tonight at
5:15 against4-5 Valparaiso, a conference
rival.
"They're a run-it-down-thecourt, shoot-the-threc team, so
that's going to make it interesting," said Hall. "We're going to try
to slow them down, we play better
at a little slower pace. It's going to
be aclose game, I think we have a
shot at winning."

,i
g1

WSU center Peggy Yingling (52)—whotoadsthe MldContlnent In free-throw shooting percentage— needs to
stand tall In order for the Raiders to taste success In
1993. The Raiders finished 1992 with a 3-6 record.

YOUR WRIGHT STATE DINING SERVICES
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Draft

i

MARCH 1

One day after winning both conference title*. WSU ettistant swimming
coach Toby Boedeker and his wife. Kim. celebrate »ie birth of their third
child — Kamron. The Boekeker's have fo other children. Brittany and
Jordan

JULY 6
The Cincinnati Reds •Met WSU's J*H Ashton m the amateur draft,
senOng him to Princeton ol ma Appalachian Rookie League. WSU
pitcher Brian Anderson, attempting to make the Olympic* with Team
USA u a walk on. is released with a 1 -2 record and 5 40 Earned Run

MARCH 8

Eastern Illinois knocks WSU out of the Mid-ContournamentWI9I a 94-72
drubbing in Cleveland, ending the Reiders' season at 15-13 overall and 9-7
in the Mid-Con.

MARCH 14-15

WSU drops two games in Vie National Wheelchair Basketball Association
Tournament, losing 91 -19 to defending champon Texas-Arlington and 49-27
to Southern Illinois. Both teams were ranked m tha NWBA Top 25.

JANUARY•

Mid-Continent Conference commissioner Jerry Ippolit announces I
ite will hott the men't basketball toumunv
I out Wisconsin-Green Bay lor the honor.

APRIL 5
WSU's baseball team wins the Mid-Con regular-season championship with a
4-1, 8-0 doubieheeder sweep over Ilinois-Chicago. It was the Raiders first
sweep of the season.

FEBRUARY 4

Mark Woods is reinstated by the Wright State Board of Trustees after
serving most ol his one
with local police at the I

APRIL 24-25
The men's tennis team ends its season at the Mid-Con tourney, finishing
ninth out of ten teams

O C I
55=5

FEBRUARY 15

WSU routs Mid-Con champ Wise on sin-Green Bey 80-62 at the Nutter
Center as Bill Edwards scores 37 points and grabs 10 rebounds. It was
Wisconsin-Green Bay's third loss ol the season and second m Mid-Con

FEBRUARY 16

The men't soccer Mam wins its fourth straight and fifth overall Bu<*»eiier
• ImntB tonal title, going 6-0 during the one-day tourney. Joe hen

MAY 2-3
The women's team ends its final season m the North Star Conference in fifth
place as Dianna Marshall finishes second in first singles.
MAY 12
A 9-0 win over Firxtay gives the women's tennis team a 13-8 record, tying
tie school record lor most wins in a season.

JULY 14-19

WSU students Rob Conover and Darwin G. Adams compete in the
12th National Veteran Wheelchair Games. Conover wins lour gold
medals and one silver in track events, while Adams collects one gold,
two silver and two bronze medals, alto in tra

SEPTEMBER 11-13

The men's soccer teem defeated Xavier 2-0 andtookCincinnati into
overtime, winning 1 -0toclaim the Oiadora Kickoff Clastic title.
OCTOBER 14
Dianna Marshall beats NSC champion Tina Roth ol Akron 6-4. 7-5 to
end Roth's 1 A-match winning streak. Women's tennis coach Charlie
Painter tabbed die win as the biggest in WSU term it history.
OCTOBER 31
C/jtnJTF.Y
Women's crost country runner Jane Recker taket third at the Mid-Con
tourney, leading the women to sixth place out ol nine teams The men
placed seventh ol nine.

NOVEMBER 4

W j

The men's soccer team capped oil a great season at 13-3-2 by raising
its home unbeaten streak to 12 garnet with a 4-1 win over Cleveland

DECEMBER*

FEBRUARY 26-29

WSLTs Bill Edwards score* 45 points in the Raiders' 102-74 win over
Mo*ahead Stole. The 45 points were the most in Nuttor Center history
and top* in the nation.

.. Coach Matt Uddy picked up Coach ol the Year honors from both
conference*. w*nle Janata Hito and Scott Gregory were named Swimmers
of the Year, and WSU1* Jod Train wet named NSC Diver of tie Year.

DECEMBER 11
WSU basketball coach Ralph Underfill wins his 300lh geme and
WSU's Bin Edwards becomes the tchooft a*-time taxing leader with
19 points against Prairie View at the Nuttor Center. He now hat 1.866

Also In ribniw*

WSU grad Fran* Lidditer wins hitfirstprolettionaltournamentby edging
Kip Byrne in Brooktvita, Fla., alter a playoff. Lickliler shot 72-68—140 and
Six WSU wheelchair atHetot are selectedtorepresent the United Statet ii
the 1992 Paralympics at Kim Martin, Jute Webb. Laura Krendl. Paul
Oieterich. Keith Cable and Mario Duncan were cited.

DECEMBER 12

Alto In May...

During tie winter awards ceremony, Jon Sbrocco (baseball). Janata Hito
(swimming) and Scott Gregory (swimming) are cited at Athletet ol the Year.
Swimming coach Mas Uddy it named Coach ol the Year, complementing hit
Mid-Con and NSC Coach ol Vie Year awards.

WSU wins the USAir Clastic witi a 86-76 win over Eastern Kentucky
in thafinalsheld at the Nutter Cantor.

mrnpri
CED4R POINT
DECEMBER 30

Bill Edward hits Mo free throws against Miami, giving him 347 for his
career and tha school record.

Columbus, Ohio:
Sunday, January 17, Holiday Inn on the Lane
328 W. Lane Avenue
Registration: 5:00 - 8:00 PM

Bowling Green, Ohio:
Tuesday, January 19, Bowling Green State University
University Union - Ohio Suite
Registration: 12:30 - 4:30 PM
When you buy
specially marked
NEW
Prentice Hall,
Allyn & Bacon or
Regents/Prentice Hall
textbooks!

Wright State University Bookstore
January 4 - 8
Includes books for those courses.
CEG260
CS 241

CHM421
MCI 411

MIS 210
MY 307

PSY 3 1 1
SIS 2 0 1

Complete list available at the bookstore.
mraiuu.itiniuM«*H««rvmrHMLinpr<cJ f U

{.^rtni III I If Q I n I

SIMON

L SCHI %
. T F. R ,

f-|-rr OITC Pro*torntlbgialOT^

Kent, O h i o :
Thursday, January 21, Kent State University
Floor
Registration: 2:30-4:30 PM
Also A t Cedar Point:
Sandusky, Ohio
Tuesday, January 5 & Friday, January 22
Registration 11:00 AM - 3:00 PM
(Auditions begin approximately 15 minutes after registration opens)

For additional sites and
further information contact:
Cedar Point Live Shows
P.O. Box 5006
Sandusky, Ohio
(419) 627-2390

Performers
Musicians • Technicians
Berenstain Bears™

AUDITIONS
I
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CLASSIFIEDS

EVENTS
Are you a close! performer 7 II you are. get
out ol the dose! and come to
COFFEEHOUSE lor latent night on
November 19 Performances are in the
Ral ana oesl lo all. i! is free. Good times
and Free gourmet collee brought 10 you by
the talented lolks at University Center

GENERAL
FOB SALE • mini trampoline (or exercise •
only $25 Call Karen at 294-2379 after
7:30 p.m. or on weekends

a

HELP WANTED

FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!! individuals
and Student Organizations wnated to
promote the Honest Spring Break
Destinations, call the nation's leader Inte
Campus Programs 1-800-327-6013
process large amounts ol mail. FAST
CASH I Send a self-addressed stamped
envelope for details and application to:
ABC Mail Processing, P.O. Box 159, Dixon
Spnngsd, TN 37057
Easy Work! Excellent Pay! Assemble
Products at Home. Call Toll Free 1-800467-6226 ext. 597«
GREEKS ft CLUBS $1,000 AN HOUR!
Each member of yyour frat. soroniy, team,
dub. etc Pitches in just one how and your
group can raise $1.000 in just a few days!
Plus a chance to earn $ i ,000 for yourself!!
No cost. No obligation. 1-800-332-0528

a

HELP WANTED

RENT/ HOME

Earn extra income distributing
promotional materials on campus.
Flexible, part-time hours. For more
Info call Kathy at 1 800-592-2121
ext. 127.

AMY APARTMENTS. VILLAGE Of
RIVERSIDE - Adjacen! to area B. WPAFB,
4 8 Ml to WSU. 1 bdrm dlx.ww carpct. A C ,
600 sq. ft; ample, lighted parking; quiet
secure area. #11 4 »23 RTA bus out front
UNFURNISHED - $310 360'mo

Paid Position
Student Services Director
works with Food Service,
Bookstore,
and Career Services (etc.)
submit resume to
Student Government 033
Univ.Ctr.
873-2098

Efficiency House Available now unfurrvfurn.
1460 Dayton Yellow Springs Rd. Byron<
Oh 45385 2 miles to WSU 1 bedroom
capacity rwo rem S300-S375 Deposit $300
lease negotiable Electncheat Electric
not included busline: no; wheelchair
access no pets: yes contact Al Home 878
9572 Historical area w'd hook up private
nice yard.
Roommate wanted, lo share house. 4 miles
from WSU. $230 a month Indudes basic
phone, cable tv. washer, dryer, own room,
no pets, nonsmoker Chns 253-8158

GENERAL
The Solution to your
New Year's Resolution !!!
WANTED
30 people
who are seroius
about losing weight!!
I can show you how!
call Dave
299-9910
for your FREE
consultation

Paid Position
Student Elections
Commissioner
begin immediately
elections held 7th week of
winter quarter
deadline Jan. 11
for more info call 873-2098
or stop by 033 UC
(Student Government)

CALL 873-2505 FOR
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
INFORMATION

PRICES FOR STAY-NOT
P f P NIGHT'
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
5 .ma 7 NIGHTS

DAYTONABEACH
PANAMA CITY BEACH
5 AND 7 NICHTS

STEAMBOAT

2. 5 AND 7 NICHTS

SERVICES
A BETTER RESUME As a former
Personel Manager, 111 write a laser primed
resume for you and tell you how 10 gel
interviews - - guaranteedi You o<Vy have
one chance to make a good lirst
impression, and your resume is itl
Remember, you spent alot of Dme and
money on your education, so don't waste n
with less than a very professional resume.
Student discount (bring this ad). Free
interview. Steve Coleman 278-3242

SPU
BREAKS
MUSTANG ISLAND /
PORT ARANSAS
5 AND 7 NICHTS

HILTON HEAD ISLAND

>•-*

"I do my part
to recycle..."
. .

—

, :Butchle

Join Butchie ^

RECYCLE! i s

5 AND 7 NICHTS

FORT LAUDERDALE
5 AND 7 NICHTS

12th Annual
Party!
TOLL FREE INFORMATION & RESERVATIONS

1-800-321-5911
CALL 873-2505 FOR
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
INFORMATION

WE DARE YOU TO COMPARE

2812 Colonel Glenn Hwy. across from W.S.U. next to Chi Chi's.

427-3338
has the

LOWEST PRICES ON NEW
& USED TEXTBOOKS
I

Comics & Games
COMICS & GAMES

MflQICWORD

37 Bird's M n g
3 t Zeno't

13 Winglike
14 Embryonic

»
«

M Emptoy ar

Eihnry
Stilpef

34 Legal
17 End pari o«
a waoon

41 BftjXayfu*
1 Reptile
s Haste's
product
• Formed

43 Asian

IICMJL

41 O w
44 Shavers

47 Artiofo

S2 Cloo's
11 M M ) card
u Law
14 Oo

17 Kind of

M (total

21 M.Cety
23 moogtit

55 AWoHech
MHeloetH

•toDDM

^ 1
" -

MOW TO PLAT: Used M b l f l war*. Lost si (hs puirtr.
TOM'S I M ftaaa - o r * HI aS OwscOsws — KsNUMaHy. var»«•'». dagonaly. backvtrtfs 0ran • drda n u K aach lotto of a van* towtd n OM pwada, >Mn M i « ad fta M .
C a t * * a «S iha« s M M hat kaaa m—4 but «Sl laa«a a
wtifcla MMMM it slso tana aart of anaOtar a w * Find tka Ma
•orto BM. Whan Mlara afwM M M «ar*a a n ckcM, M i l
WajNaawmear of M M left ever. TMyD (pal art

HOME ALONE 2 (Sol.: 9 letters)
A-Aiiport; B-Blockheads, Buzz; C-Cab ride,
Chase, Christmas, City, Crooks; D-Daah; E-Elevators. Escape; F-Florida, Fuller, Funny; HHarry, Help. Hide. Hotel; J-Jeff; K-Kevin; LLennie, Lost; M-Marv, McCallister. Megan.
Mistake; N-New York, Soay, P-Pigeon Lady,
Plan; R-Room service; S-Safe, Scared, Smart,
Steal; T-Thieves, Tiny. Toy store. Trap, Trip;
U-Uncle Rob; W-Wrong

STTOXSII

F K E C I V R E S MO 0 R F B
LURIHVEKATSIMUL
O S L O N A R H O T E L Z NO
R E S L Y N S A F E U Z RNC
I VCSEWI E M F F E J Y K
DEABORELCNUEDIH
AI RPORTNCROOKSE
E H E S C A P E A G N O R WA
DTDTRAMSLPDASHD
IPPIGEONLADYRLS
RNTINYDEIRYSIOY
B A PI R T O Y S T O R E S S
AGVPLEHS TEALRTO
C2SR0TAVELEPLAN
K M S A M T S I RHC I T Y H

C WJ, TrOun* UMM s m c n

:HAUL;*

Office Politics

VERTO

mmim

•IN DOWN*

ELEVATORS]

SERVICE

iORlOMyj
•ONLVifl

C 1 H ? Trftura MoAa Servns
'Hajpjp days a * hoc a p M .

Word JumMe

ft
MOTION

The entire CD Connection staff
extends our thanks and warmest
wishes for the New Year!

THALC
NILTE
SLINUM I

mb

BYDOON
: THEY

WH6RE 15 THE

Beavercreek

Lazarus Kettering Center

Corners at the Mall

4110 Colonal Glann Hwy
1 Mia West ol
Wriphl Stala University

Comor ol Dorothy Lane
& Woodman
in Katlenng

S« Rt 725 I
the Dayton Mall & i-75
Naar Toy's W Us

426-1401 293-7555 433-3472

• SHUFH530ARD
• HALL OF FAME

?

Maglcword Answer
HOW SOME PEOPLE
SET THEIR IRON
EVERY PAY.
Now arrange tfto circled
lorn We surprise answai. as suggested by tne aoova cartoon

Word JumbleAnswers
S1IVN 3118 A3H1
- Aep Aja*e
UOJ| j|syj 106 eidood aujos MOH
AOOBON • NHSfW
131NI - H O i V l

WHAT MOVIE STARS BABV
LIKENESS APPEAREDON IA&BLS
AND ADS FOR MELUN5 BABY
FOOD?
WHAT DID THE SECRETARY OF
AGRICULTURE CLAUDE WICKARD.
INTRODUCE TO THE PUBLIC IN IW2?

f
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Runaway journeys to Wright State University
By SCOTT COPF.LAND
Spotlight Editor
Runaway,an acoustic duo from
Wisconsin, will perform in the
Ralhskellar Tuesday at 5:30 p.m.
The concert is thefirstevent on the
University Center Board winter
schedule.
"We play two acoustic guitars.
1 play a mandolin on a few songs,"
John Smith, one of the members of
Runaway, said. "One term that's
been used quite a bit is new folk,
just because it seems to be a term
that has a little bit of definition."
"Wedoahandful of stuff that's do any hard rock. It's kind of hard
real rhythm and blues," Smith con- to do that acoustically.
"A lot of people, after seeing
tinued. "We do a few straightforward blues tunes. We really kind of us, have come up to us and said,
mix it up. We do a really wide 'You guys are kind of like the Invariety of stuff. Weeven do a couplc digo Girls, except you're guys.'"
Smith and his partner, Dan
country ish kind of songs. Wedon't

"Chemistry"

SPRING
BREAK CASH

eontfmiadfrompage •

"As they get more experienced, we
have to do lessfinetuning. So, towards the end of this second week,
there was less for us to do."
The ideas for the presentation
come from a wide variety of
sources. "There'sa lot of stuff from
the literature, there are books about
demonstrations, the Journal of
Chemical Education has a feature
on new demonstrations," Battino
explained. "We go to meetings and
talk to people. Chemists are remarkably generous and sharing.
So if someone comes up with an
idea and you ask them about it,
they are delighted to show you
how to do it-"
Doing the show is more than
just repeating experiments. "In
demonstrations, I think it's clearly
a crossover point between science
and art," Fortman said. "You can
have people do exactly the same
demonstrations and some of them
are extremely wellreceivedand
others it's, 'oh, is that dull and
terrible.' The presentation makes a
very, very big difference. The
people who become good at it become very much in demand."
Both Fortman and Battino appear to be in demand. "I've just
gotten back from several trips,"
Fortman explained. "Usually, my
talks, even if they don't involve
doing demonstrations, they're very
often aboutdemonstraiions or about
the bloopers one may run into in
demonstrations. Just in the last two
months, I've been in Arkansas,
Texas, Louisiana, Virginia, Tenr.?s?ce, North Carolina through the
years.

"Ireallyfell in love with that,
and ever since, it's kind of been a
bug," Smith said. "I just kind of
continue. Nothing else feels this
good."
Only the two members of Runaway are onstage for its show. "You
pecting that it would grow neces- hear a lot of harmony, a lot of nice
sarily into anything permanent" tight singing," Smith said. "You
"We instantly just loved it and know, some up tempo grooving kind
things clickedrightaway for us," of stuff, some introspective type
Smith continued. "So we just kind ballads, maybe a couple of popular
of met through mutual admiration, tunes you might be familiar with."
mutual friends, that kind of thing."
"We kind of play it by ear deRunaway playcu about 150dates pending on the crowd," Smith coniii 1991 .traveling over 50,OOOmiles. tinued. "We try a few things in the
Sebranek met in the music scene in The group primarily plays college first 15-20minutes and just kind of
LaCrosse. "We had got to W friends campuses and summer festivals.
get a feel for what the crowd likes
Smith discussed how he got into best. Whether they really want to
and sort of fans of each other's,"
Smith said. "When the opportunity his brand of music. "While I was rock or whether they really want
came up, aboutfiveyears ago, for going to college, I got really turned some mellow listening kindof stuff.
us to do a few gigs together, we on to acoustic music, you know, We mix it up no matter what. It
kind of depends."
took the opportunity, not really ex- singer/songwriter kind of stuff."
& Spotlight P l a n n e r

What: Runaway
W h e r e : The Rathskcllar
W h e n : Jan. 12,5:30 p.m.
C o s t : Free wHh WSL I.D.

STUDENTS
Earn extra cash
by donating
your urgently needed plasma at

plasma alliance
•Peof*i Hsiping Peopto'
Man -Thjo. 6:30 am. - 830 p.m.
Pit- 630 a m - tOO p m
Sal * Sun. 8.00 am. - 300 p.m
CALLTORINFO: 224-1«73

5|

_i—S*S»

i

I
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"re**

165 E. HMna St
Qeyton. Oho
RTA Bo* 22

5 6 0 5 Old Troy Pike

237-51 20

18 AND UP DANCE
PARTY
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Starting at 9:00 p.m.

ALSO LADIES NIGHTS
Every Tues., Thurs., & Sunday
10 p.m. - 1 a.m.
FRI. & SAT OPEN TIL 5 a.m.
No Cover Til Midnight

o
You can earn up to $150/montti or more!
We art atXe to accomodate youroryanizaton* needs to aam K x w d v m o n t t i !
NEW DONORS:
5 limes wilti.n 21 days •
S?0. $20. $15. $'5. $25
REGULAR OONOftS:
110-K9 lbs . 5 5
150 174 lbs . 5 .6
t75 lbs O" mo'e • $'7

Example:

Up to $150 pwaTjCem
« 21 Students
53151

1/2 PRICE DRAFT
SPECIAL

Friday Nights 8 - 1 0 p.m.
Compliments of
STEREO -N- DASH

r

